Editor's notes

Contributors. R.K. DasGupta has been visiting professor of comparative literature at the University of Alberta, and is now Rabindranath Tagore professor of Bengali at Delhi University. Besides his regular duties, Douglas Lackey will lecture on Russell's philosophy at the New York City University graduate center next fall.

Bibliography. A lead provided by Lady Constance Malleson ("Colette") has led to the discovery of three new articles by BR, in the Stockholm newspapers Dagens Nyheter and Expressen. The titles translate as "The International Situation", "Prevention of War", and "The Bulldog vs. Uncle Sam". Russell was visiting Lady Constance in Stockholm in May, 1948, when he was asked to write the first two articles. The third appeared in 1949. As the MSS are not extant, would anyone like to translate the Swedish versions?

Centenary celebrations. The winter 1972/3 issue of The Spokesman has a summary of the more noteworthy celebrations of Russell's centenary. There is still one to come, organized by the Accademia dei Lincei. A "strictly scientific" conference is planned.

Kenneth Blackwell